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Functional brain imaging can be used to map the neural systems that underlie human behaviour. To probe the intrinsic complexity of the human mind and brain, a large repertoire of highly sophisticated behavioural challenges are used in imaging research. In patterns as varied and complex as the behaviours by which they are elicited, activations are reported in any and all brain areas. Describing this experimental corpus by context and content is the logical prelude to any attempt to interpret, compare or combine data across studies or centres.

Functional brain imaging is having a profound impact on virtually every area of research on the brain and behaviour. Neural systems that subserve language, music, reasoning, attention, emotions, perception and action, as well as their changes with age, disease, drugs, training and other modulators of behaviour, are being mapped by thousands of investigators in hundreds of laboratories around the world. Because functional brain imaging is intrinsically multidisciplinary, studies are reported in scores of different journals. In this information explosion, simply retrieving the functional imaging literature that is relevant to any given research question is a significant challenge. Understanding the purpose, experimental design, imaging methods and results of such studies is even more labour intensive and uncertain of success. But these are necessary first steps for any use of this literature and its data. Whether the proposed use is simply reading the relevant studies, critiquing them to develop new hypotheses, carrying out a quantitative literature meta-analysis, or — at the furthest extreme — re-analysing from raw data, the starting point is the same. Relevant studies must be identified and assimilated. This points to a pressing need: a database that indexes the context and content of the functional imaging corpus in a comprehensive and readily searchable manner.

Literature indices are inadequate

Existing literature-indexing services (for example, MEDLINE, PubMed and Science Citation Index) are necessarily generic — designed to serve a wide range of scientific and clinical disciplines. Citation data (such as journal, title, authors and dates) are well indexed, readily understood and effectively retrieved. Context — the how and why of a study — is indexed only crudely, relying on a handful of unstructured keywords that are left to the authors' discretion. Content — the findings of the research — is in an even worse state. For functional brain mapping, the results represent activations and deactivations in specific brain areas. At present, the most that an author can accomplish with keywords is to highlight one or two areas that might capture the interest of the reader. As papers commonly report dozens of activation sites per experiment and multiple experiments per paper, keywords cannot index content in a meaningful way.

So, keywords, as they are used at present, are not an adequate system by which to find, filter or sort conceptually related studies (context), and are weaker still as means to analyse content. What we need is an indexing system that maps both context and content as a multidimensional feature space. Given the number and diversity of research domains and the high level of domain-specific expertise that is needed for such an undertaking, it is only reasonable that each discipline take responsibility for developing its own context-mapping scheme. The BrainMap database was designed to provide this service for the human functional brain-imaging literature. As this is an entirely new type of undertaking in scientific information management, BrainMap could also serve as a model for other disciplines.

BrainMap Experiment Coding Scheme

The BrainMap database maps context through a multidimensional, multiscale system of structured keywords that categorize experiments along numerous axes. These axes include intent (for example, normal mapping, disease effects, drug effects and age effects), behavioural domain (such as language, reasoning and memory), experimental paradigm (Stroop task, anti-saccades task and so on), sensory modalities (vision, audition, touch and taste), types of stimulus (words, objects and abstract patterns), motor responses by body part and type (for example, saccadic eye movements), and cognitive task type (detection, discrimination and generation). Similarly, image acquisition modalities (for example, positron emission tomography, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), magnetoencephalography and event-related potentials), experimental-design category (block or event-related), image normalization and other pre-processing steps, and methods of statistical analysis are all coded in structured fields (Box 1).

The extensive use of structured keywords — although labour intensive in design, implementation and data input — is enormously powerful for rapid, exhaustive retrieval of all studies in a given domain. Not surprisingly, it is also proving to be an extremely efficient route to understanding a study. Not all authors write with sufficient clarity and completeness to allow the printed literature to be readily understood, even by experts. The BrainMap Experiment Coding Scheme provides an effective shorthand for experiment description, while establishing explanatory standards and conventions. Furthermore, this structured keyword strategy allows rapid retrieval of similar studies and successive filtering of retrieved studies by objective, well-specified criteria, which is a great advantage for formal meta-analysis.

Standardized coordinates

Content indexing will be more readily achieved in human brain mapping than in any other research domain because, from the inception of the field, studies have used standardized x,y,z coordinates to analyse and report brain locations. This unusual convention had two initial motivations: to enhance sensitivity of response detection and to create a reporting standard and facilitate communication. Placing images in a common reference space allows images to be averaged across subjects, greatly improving the signal-to-noise ratio and allowing more general conclusions to be drawn than could be from single-subject images. As a reporting standard, coordinates are often more spatially precise than standard anatomical terms. In large part, this precision derives from coordinates being reported to the millimetre (with a standard localization error of 1–2 mm), whereas anatomical terms often apply to much larger regions. This precision also arises by avoiding reliance on surface anatomy to describe the location of functional areas. Evidence is steadily accumulating that surface features (sulci and gyri) are rather crude and unreliable predictors of functional area locations. Furthermore, coordinates
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Here's a simple rule for deciding what to share: share the most valuable data type first. Then expand to less valuable data until a point of diminishing returns is achieved. From our perspective, each processing step through which raw images are carried adds value. The authors have laboured to improve the raw data, relying heavily on local expertise and typically using algorithms that are carefully optimized to correct for idiosyncrasies in their imaging systems. The data have also been standardized, making comparisons with data sets from other laboratories more valid and more valuable. So, the simple answer to the question of what to share is: share the most refined data available. For functional brain imaging, the most refined data are tables of activations in standardized space, and with standardized descriptions of intensity and extent. These are the content that BrainMap shares and for which it provides query tools.

Quality control times three

Quality control is a much debated issue in database development. Three general strategies can be identified: pre-set quality standards, committee review of submissions, and quality descriptors that allow users to set their own quality-control standards. BrainMap uses all three strategies in moderation.

BrainMap has set two firm quality standards. First, all accepted data must be from studies that appeared published (or are in press) in a peer-reviewed journal. Second, all submissions must include activation locations that are reported in standardized coordinates. Coordinate-based entry ensures that data can be rapidly and reliably searched and rigorously compared across studies. As some excellent studies have failed to publish coordinates, coordinates computed after publication will be accepted as long as not to be unnecessarily exclusionary. Together, these two simple standards (peer-reviewed publication and standardized coordinates) go a long way to ensure data quality and homogeneity of description.

BrainMap also requires submission review by two members of our Editorial Board (FIG. 1). This review, however, is not a second scientific review. Instead, its purpose is to ensure that the entry is completely and correctly coded and to verify that the two above-stated quality-control standards are met. Of equal importance, the Editorial Board provides an ongoing critique of the BrainMap context-mapping scheme. As the field of functional brain mapping evolves, this scheme will need to be updated.

The detail in which experiments are described in BrainMap empowers users to set their own quality standards. Studies can be selected by experimental design features.
imaging modality, number of subjects (as well as handedness, gender and age) and statistical significance, to name only a few. The query “Report all fMRI studies with more than eight subjects in which words were auditorily presented using an event-related design and activated the posterior third of the superior temporal gyrus to $p < 0.001$” sets rigorous quality standards, but is readily achieved by existing context and content descriptors.

Another important quality-control feature of BrainMap is that authors code their own data for submission. Extended attempts to carry out context and content coding on papers from other laboratories firmly convinced us that the published literature is grossly underspecified. In most instances, published articles do not provide sufficient detail to fully code a paper for BrainMap submission. So, an emerging role of the BrainMap database is to supplement the printed literature, providing a richness of detail and consistency of description otherwise not available.

Predicted uses and users

The simplest but broadest use for BrainMap is to identify experiments of interest. If you are searching for functional imaging studies, what better route than through an index that is dedicated to this field? BrainMap coding is also an invaluable aid to understanding published studies. For the imaging novice, reading a coded paper is like being guided by the authors themselves through an often dense and occasionally impenetrable thicket of unfamiliar jargon and omitted details. For the imaging expert, it is a welcome short cut through a large and complex literature. Given the enormous interest in brain-behaviour relationships, we expect BrainMap to be a teaching tool that is used by scientists, clinicians, educators and students in many disciplines.

M-data analysis is another use of BrainMap. Formal meta-analyses, published as experiments in their own right, are making valuable contributions to the functional imaging literature.10–14 On a less grand scale, mini-meta-analyses are commonly used to interpret functional imaging results and are being included in the discussion sections of functional imaging experimental reports. We have argued that functional imaging is uniquely well suited to meta-analysis, readily avoiding many of the pitfalls that have plagued meta-analysis in other fields.2

Longevity — the business model

Databases are fiscally problematic undertakings for funding agencies. Typical research projects last for a few years and then end, freeing up funds for new projects. Successful databases never end. Rather, they grow and grow, seeking ever-larger budgets. So, it might be unreasonable to expect funding agencies to provide long-term support for databases. On the other hand, scientists that contribute to databases should rightly demand some assurance that their efforts in data coding will have permanence. Hence the question, how can a scientific database achieve financial self-sufficiency?

BrainMap is seeking financial self-sufficiency by emulating two information-distribution services: literature-indexing services and scientific journals. Indexing services facilitate paper retrieval. Journals provide new scientific content. BrainMap resembles an indexing service in providing searchable keywords that describe article context and content. BrainMap resembles a journal in requiring author submission and peer review, and in distributing new scientific information (albeit about published studies). Both indexing services and journals achieve fiscal independence by charging subscription fees. For BrainMap, our intention is to make a gradual transition from grant funding to subscription-based funding.
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FURTHER INFORMATION

BrainMap: http://www.bcm.tmc.edu/BrainMap
Encyclopedia of Life Sciences: http://www.els.net
bioinformatics | biological data centres | brain imaging: localization of brain functions | brain imaging: observing ongoing neural activity | computer tomography | magnetic resonance imaging | mining biological databases
MT Encyclopaedia of Cognitive Sciences: http://cogent.mtu.edu/MITECS/
electrophysiology: electric and magnetic evoked fields | magnetic resonance imaging | positron emission tomography
Access to this interactive links box is free online.